Balloon Powered Car Vehicle
Setting the Scene;
Most vehicles driven today rely heavily on finite fossil fuels such as petrol, diesel or gas to power them. The
vehicles internal combustion engine converts the fuels chemical energy into mechanical energy which is
harnessed and directed to the wheels of the vehicle to propel it. With oil prices soaring throughout the
world it is up to our systems technology class to investigate, design, produce & evaluate an alternative
energy balloon powered vehicle.

Design Brief;
Your task is to Design and Construct a balloon powered model car that is capable of travelling in a straight
line for the furthest distance possible.

Constraints;
You are allowed to use any materials that you have available to you either at home or school and only 1
balloon is allowed to propel your vehicle.

Teachers Advice & Guidance;
This is not a written assignment! It is a hands on approach to find a solution to a design problem! For your
initial ideas try researching on the internet balloon powered cars. Weight is paramount so try and make
your car light.

Assessment;
Your assessment for this project is as follows;
1.
Design ; 6 marks
2.
Distance travelled; 12 marks
3.
Time taken; 12 marks

Handwashing Rap
Compete a three verse rap that gives all the necessary
information about how and why it is important to wash
your hands when preparing, cooking and handling food.
You can’t see germs, but they are there. Get rid of germs
by washing your hands with soap and warm water for 20
seconds. Wash between your fingers, both sides of your
hands and wrists. Don’t forget your fingernails because
germs may be hiding there. Using hand sanitizer is OK if
you don’t have soap and water. Washing with soap and
water is always the best choice to kill germs and keep
your hands clean.

Dare To Design?
1 Draw a small

2 Design & host a

3 Create a map of your local 4 Write an acronym

electrical item from your new competitive small area, in the style of Harry
kitchen in 3D (Extra
ball game. Make sure
Beck (Use Google Earth
challenge - draw in pen!) you design clear
to check key features)
instructions for your
household too (Don’t
forget, name your game)

for the word
DESIGN (You could
make an acronym for
your own name
describing you)

5 Upcycle an old

8 Design a

6 Draw
7 Generate an Art Deco
T-Shirt (Make sure you your ideal garden in 2D inspired school bag for life.
ask for permission first!) plan view (From above).
Then add gentle soft
colour practising wood,
stone & texture render

PicCollage to send to
someone to show you
care (*Free App)

9 Participate in an

10 Make a mini

online design museum
free virtual tour (You
could create an info
poster & share this)

domino obstacle course your bedroom - But what
nail & string Art (Ask
else can this clock do? Add for permission first)
an extra feature or function!
(Feel free to share your
designs with your class)

13 Make & decorate a 14 Continuous line
letter for your room
(Or even a full word)

11 Design a new clock for 12 You could create

15 Design a family

drawing fun - Draw a
board game together
member of your
household but don’t let
your pencil leave the
paper (Get
them to
draw you
too)

16 Try origami (Craft
of card folding to make
a 3D item)

17 Go on iPlayer &

18 Design an album 19 Try a new online design 20 Re-design your
watch one of the ‘Inside cover which defines you competition
house on Google
the Factory’ BBC2 shows & your personality
(Ask for
SketchUp (*Free
permission first)
software, set up
using school email)
Be Kind, Be Active, Be Safe... but Be Creative! SBurke 2020

Food safety


Cooking skills

Watch this you tube clip
– make a poster listing
the bullet points of key
info
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Evaluate a meal
Describe one of the meals
you have eaten today.
•
What it looked like.
•
What it tasted like.
•
What the texture in
your mouth wat like.
•
What it smelled like.

Try to explain how you
could change the meal to
suit :
1) A toddler
2) A vegetarian
3) Someone on a
slimming diet

https://www.foodafactoflife.o
rg.uk/remotelearning/useful-resourcesfor-learning/

Use this link to browse
recipes – make something
that appeals to you






cook a meal.
List skills used to make the
meal.
List the equipment used to
make the meal.
Photograph it and send me an
image if you can

Nutrition – fact finder task
List the 5 main nutrients with foods

Eatwell Guide




List the 5 food group and
name 8 foods that belong in
each section
Draw out the eatwell guide
from memory
Write a sentence explaining
why and how it helps people
to eat healthily – this should
be in detail and about 5 lines
long at least.
Food safety

Explain why our body needs each
nutrient

Make a poster informing
primary school pupils about
how we should be safe in the
food room.

List foods that are good sources
for each nutrient.

It needs to be easy to read,
colourful and clear.

Present this work on an easy to
read document – hand written or
typed.

Include – use of sharp
equipment,
washing
up
process, how to behave in the
food room

Use the website (below) to help
htt ps:// www. foodafact oflife. org.
uk/ 11-14-years/healt hyeat ing/ energy-and-nut rients/

Online quizzes
https://www.foodafactoflife.org.uk/
11-14-years/quizzes/multiplechoice-individual-quizzes/

Create an album cover and play list for a ‘Lockdown Collection’ of your choice.
(approx. 8 hours)
You could base this on something you are interested in or make it more general such as;
•
•
•
•
•

Chillout
Motivation
Exercise
Party
Family favourites

Task one: (approx. 1 hour)
Complete an image board/mood board of anything that could be relevant to your chosen
collection.
Research any albums in your chosen category and copy/paste those on to your image
board/mood board to help use with inspiration later.
Copy and paste as many relevant images on to an A4 page (or more) to use as inspiration
for designing your album front cover later.
Task two: (approx. 1 hour)
Research the possible playlist for your chosen album/collection.
Add at least the title of the song and the artist/s that performed it.
If you would like to be more professional, you could include the year it was
recorded/released and where it was recorded.
Task three: (approx. 1 hour)
On paper start to plan out the title of your collection/album. Also start to roughly plan out
where the title could go and perhaps any images would go. Remember that text does not
have be just horizontal but could also be vertical / diagonal or staggered. (Just draw boxes
that show that a title or image could go in that space, don’t worry about the actual image at
this time)
You could do this on paper or computer. Play around with different fonts and styles that
work with your theme. Keep a record of all examples as evidence. Evaluate and explain
what you think has worked well and not so well to help inform any future choices in your
design process.
Some examples of titles could be;
‘The Ultimate Lockdown Experience 2020’
‘Now That’s What I Call LOCKDOWN 2020!’
‘This is what I call Family Morning Workout 2020!’
‘The Best Lockdown Chillout Album in the world….ever!’
‘Stay strong and keep motivated in Lockdown 2020 😊’

Task three: (approx. 3 hours)
Start putting together the full elements of your album cover using all of the research you
have done so far.
You should try to think of;
Graphics / logo of your collection/album
Any relevant images that work with your design
‘Feature tracks’ you might want to highlight in prominent shapes
A background that might help tie everything together
A possible border that could help also help tie everything together
Task four: (approx. 1 hour)
Final design evaluation
Write down your feelings about your final album cover design.
Show your design to those you live with or email to anyone you feel can give you
constructive feedback.
Record your findings.
What did you think and how could you improve it?
What did others think and how did they suggest improvements?
Task five: (approx. 1 hour)
What does your improved album cover look like based on what you think, and others
think?
Show what it looks like either on computer or on paper.
Annotate (explain with notes) the changes you have made and give reasons why.
Important extra tasks
Please keep a record of all of your trials within this task either by using photos or
screenshots.
Please use these to write down what you think has worked well and also indicate what
you could improve before moving on to an improved version of your design idea.
If you can also get any feedback (and record it) from anyone you live with it will really
help with this design process.
This process of self evaluation and feedback from others will show how you, as a
designer, can adapt to what may or not be working well based on what you or others
think.

